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Abstract
We study the geography of schistosomiasis across Burkina Faso by means of a spatially
explicit model of water-based disease dynamics. The model quantitatively addresses the
geographic stratification of disease burden in a novel framework by explicitly accounting
for drivers and controls of the disease, including spatial information on the distributions of
population and infrastructure, jointly with a general description of human mobility and cli-
matic/ecological drivers. Spatial patterns of disease are analysed by the extraction and
the mapping of suitable eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix subsuming the stability of the
disease-free equilibrium. The relevance of the work lies in the novel mapping of disease
burden, a byproduct of the parametrization induced by regional upscaling, by model-
guided field validations and in the predictive scenarios allowed by exploiting the range of
possible parameters and processes. Human mobility is found to be a primary control at
regional scales both for pathogen invasion success and the overall distribution of disease
burden. The effects of water resources development highlighted by systematic reviews
are accounted for by the average distances of human settlements from water bodies that
are habitats for the parasite’s intermediate host. Our results confirm the empirical findings
about the role of water resources development on disease spread into regions previously
nearly disease-free also by inspection of empirical prevalence patterns. We conclude that
while the model still needs refinements based on field and epidemiological evidence, the
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Author Summary
Dynamical models of schistosomiasis infections, even spatially explicit ones, have so far
only addressed spatial scales encompassing at best a few villages and the disease transmis-
sion impacts of related short-range human mobility. Here, we build from existing models
of disease dynamics and spread, including a proxy of the ecology of the intermediate host
of the parasite, and from generalized reproduction numbers of SIR-type systems developed
for epidemics of waterborne disease, to set up large-scale projections of spatial patterns of
the disease at whole country level. We ground our study in Burkina Faso in sub-Saharan
Africa, and its model of social and economic development including the infrastructure
built to exploit water resources, especially irrigation schemes, which have been empirically
linked to enhanced disease burden. We make extensive use of remotely sensed and field
data, and capitalize on ecohydrological insight. We suggest that reliable nationwide pat-
terns of disease burden can be projected in relation to the key roles of human mobility and
water resources development subsuming exposure, and claim that the case at hand pro-
vides an insightful example towards the integration of development and environmental
thinking not confined to ad-hoc indicators of human development.
Introduction
National programs for schistosomiasis control and elimination require appraising spatial pat-
terns of endemic disease under variable conditions accounting for changing epidemiological
drivers and controls inclusive of varying exposure rates, human mobility, habitat ranges for the
intermediate host and the complexities of the parasite’s life cycle. Patterns of waterborne dis-
ease are unique in their spatial complexity which arise from pathogen reproduction, transport
and transmission through waterways and human mobility networks, and for the corresponding
challenges to morbidity and transmission control. Indeed both micro- and macro-parasitic
waterborne diseases are conditioned by spatially varying natural (environmental or climatic
[1–3]) and anthropogenic factors (water resources, [4–6] habitat availability and suitability [7],
pathogen dispersal by river networks [8–11], and human mobility [12–16]. Here we focus on
the transmission cycle of schistosomiasis, a parasitic disease, which is emblematic of the inter-
play among spatially varying drivers and controls. Schistosomiasis, or bilharzia, is a chronic
debilitating disease caused by parasitic worms of genus Schistosoma that affected an estimated
249 million people around the world in 2012. A crushing 93% of these people live in Sub-
Saharian Africa [17], where both the urinary and intestinal forms of the disease, caused by S.
haematobium and S. mansoni respectively, are present. This figure has grown from 77% in
2006 [18]. Both forms of schistosomiasis have been reported in Burkina Faso since the early fif-
ties, with measured prevalences prior to the implementation of Mass Drug Administration
Campaigns (MDAs) within the Schistosomiasis Control Initiative (SCI) [19] systematically
higher than 30% [20, 21]. A North-to-South decreasing gradient was observed for the urinary
form of the disease and an opposite trend for the intestinal one [21]. The MDAs had a impor-
tant impact on prevalence with immediate post-MDA prevalence levels ten times lower than
pre-treatment baseline, but levels of infection have in some cases risen again in recent years,
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with some villages back to pre-treatment conditions [22]. Challenges to the successful control
of the disease are manifold due to the complexity of the transmission cycle, which requires
freshwater aquatic snails (Bulinus spp. or Biomphalaria spp. for S. haematobium and S. man-
soni respectively) as obligate intermediate hosts. The transmission cycle consists of the excre-
tion of parasite eggs from human to water bodies where they hatch into miracidia, the first
larval stage, which infect the aquatic snail intermediate host. Asexual reproduction therein pro-
duces second-stage larvae called cercariae which infect humans through skin penetration.
Once in the human host, they migrate in the system, mature into adult schistosomes and mate
in the capillary surrounding the bladder or the intestine depending on the parasite genus lead-
ing to egg production and excretion. Environmental, climatic, ecological and socio-economic
factors drive the transmission cycle by conditioning both snail and human probability of infec-
tion [12]. Dynamical models of schistosomiasis [23, 24], and their spatial extension to con-
nected environments [12], provide the opportunity to show the applicability of a general
mathematical framework for analysing the disease invasion conditions and the resulting spatial
patterns of human schistosomiasis which could inform control and elimination programs.
With this goal, we study schistosomiasis spread and persistence in the context of Burkina Faso
with an emphasis on the roles of human mobility and water resources development.
The biological pace imposed by the pathogen’s life cycle makes the role of the obligate inter-
mediate host key in disease spread on longer time scales than micro-parasitic waterborne dis-
eases such as epidemic cholera, typically demonstrating outbreak waves [9, 16] and showing
forest fire-like revamping behaviour [25]. In Burkina Faso, the spatial distribution of the snail
host is determined by the strong South-to-North climatic gradient of the transition from suda-
nian to sahelian regimes [26]. An extensive study of the ecology of both Bulinus spp. and Biom-
phalaria pfeifferi in Burkina Faso revealed both the importance of climatic zones and habitat
type (including natural and man-made) on snail presence or absence [27]. Indeed B. pfeifferi
was seldom found North of the 12th parallel and absent North of the 14th [28], matching the
observed historical range of intestinal schistosomiasis in the country [21]. Furthermore, a
marked climatic seasonality in Burkina Faso determines the ephemerality of waterbodies and
hydrological networks, hence of potential transmission, thus strongly conditioning several epi-
demiological characteristics of the disease [20]. Not only do climatic and environmental condi-
tions greatly limit the ecological ranges of the intermediate hosts of the disease, but they also
underpin the patterns of human-water contacts during socio-economic and domestic activities
through which both exposure to infection and contamination of waterbodies occur [29–32]. In
Burkina Faso agricultural activities (market gardening ormaraîchage, rice culture) and fishing
(in reservoirs or rivers) are the main causes of male human-water contacts, whereas domestic
activities (laundry, dish washing, water collection) are the main factors of exposure to infection
for women [32, 33]. Contamination and exposure for children are known to be mainly associ-
ated with recreational bathing in streams, temporary ponds and reservoirs, and participation in
parental agricultural activities [29, 33]. Seasonal variation of human-water contacts has not yet
been addressed Burkina Faso to our knowledge. Even rudimentary notions of disease transmis-
sion mechanisms and prevention have been reported to be poor in most of the settings that
have been investigated [21, 29, 32].
Human mobility is known to play a major role in the persistence and the expansion of the
disease within and from endemic areas in Africa [34–37] and Brazil [38]. Indeed people may
become infected while performing their livelihood tasks away from home and importing the
disease back in their home village. Furthermore infected migrants coming form endemic
regions can introduce schistosomiasis in disease-free villages. This type of medium-to-long
range contamination is indeed compatible with the successive focal transmission of the disease
at the local level suggested by recent landscape genetics studies [39]. The socio-ecological and
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epidemiological specificities of the transmission of intestinal schistosomiasis in sub-Saharan
Africa and Brazil may explain the different roles played by human mobility, a topic to be eluci-
dated by future research. Given its importance for transmission in the African context, data
regarding mobility patterns, possibly directly via cellular phone displacements, will be neces-
sary to produce reliable predictive tools for disease elimination both in terms of re-appearance
and of prioritization of directed interventions in Burkina Faso.
As observed in many other schistosomiasis-affected countries, agricultural development
and the construction of large-scale irrigation schemes have induced anthropogenic perturba-
tions of the underlying natural matrix affecting schistosomiasis distribution [37, 40–44]. This
fact is well illustrated in Burkina Faso by the construction of the Sourou valley dam at the
northern border with Mali in the late 1980’s (Fig 1), which resulted in the expansion of the eco-
logical range of Biomphalaria pfeifferi along the Mouhoun river from the Bobo-Dioulasso
region to the north [21, 42]. Arrival of intestinal bilharzia followed shortly, possibly brought in
by migrants coming from the endemic South of the country to work in the rice paddies, yield-
ing an increase in prevalence from virtually zero to more than 60% among school-aged chil-
dren in villages located around the Sourou dam in about 10 years. With a 5-fold increase in the
number of small reservoirs in Burkina Faso in the past 60 years, and in the perspective of fur-
ther constructions of large dams [45], these observations highlight the need to explicitly
address the impact of water resources development on schistosomiasis transmission [43, 46].
The interwoven complexity of economic development, water management, and ecology make
the need for appropriate prediction tools to attain an integrated control of schistosomiasis [47]
addressesing the inherent contradiction between water resources development and livelihood
preservation [48, 49] linked to the emergence and persistence of waterborne diseases [44].
Under this viewpoint large improvements can be made in terms of both model adequacy to
local contexts, in this case that of the country of Burkina Faso, and knowledge of the processes
related to disease transmission, specifically human mobility and snail ecology.
Mathematical models have proved useful in analysing the spread of both micro- and macro-
parasitic waterborne diseases in spatially explicit settings e.g. [11–15]. Furthermore social and
hydrological connectivity for schistosomiasis have been discussed in the context of distributed
human-snail contact sites [50, 51], and formally developed in agent-based [52] and connected
metapopulation models, building on the seminal Macdonald schistosomiasis model [23]. Gur-
arie and Seto specifically highlighted the potential importance of both hydrological and social
connectivity in small-scale environments [12]. Similar in their approach, spatially explicit
metapopulation models have been developed for waterborne diseases such as cholera for which
a generalized framework has been developed for determining spatially explicit invasion condi-
tions and predicting spatial patterns of disease spread [53–55]. The exploration of invasion
conditions could be of relevance in the perspective of sustainable elimination of schistosomia-
sis, and the inference of the spatial scale of the deployment of control measures in changing
conditions of endemicity. The transition between morbidity-centred control programs and
transmission-based elimination strategies would ideally require the deployment of surveil-
lance-response mechanism entailing a higher degree of planning and decision-making than
traditional mass drug administration campaigns [56], thus calling for new tools to support
them [57]. The design of improved sampling protocols for surveillance, and the investigation
of transmission breakpoints have been recently highlighted as research priorities for helminth
diseases modelling [57]. In line with such priorities, we propose a novel mathematical explora-
tion of an established model [12] and an application of the geography of the disease to the con-
text of Burkina Faso. Special emphasis is placed on linking disease spread and human mobility
and water resource development as a proof of concept for the usefulness of the implementation
of these kind of tools for macroparasitic waterborne diseases like schistosomiasis.
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Fig 1. Model implementation for Burkina Faso. (a) Road network and settlement distribution. The principal
transportation axes, the main cities (black points), including the capital, Ouagadougou and, the regional hub,
Bobo-Dioulasso, and smaller settlements (grey) are represented. (b) Water resources and schistosomiasis.
Only the four largest dams of the country are shown (numbered 1–4) along with the major rivers and mean
monthly precipitation isolines (isohyets). Historical prevalence of intestinal(urinary) schistosomiasis is
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Materials and Methods
The model
The mechanistic process model proposed by [12] expanded the seminal spatially implicit
model of schistosomiasis by [23]. The extension proposes a connected metapopulation net-
work of n villages. The system of differential equations is expressed in terms of the mean worm
burden in human populations,Wi, the prevalence of infection in the snail intermediate hosts,
Yi, and the densities of cercariae and miracidia, Ci andMi, the two intermediate larval stages of
the parasite. Connectivity is accounted for by human mobility and hydrologic transport of lar-
vae (while neglecting snail mobility). The parameters of this model are explained in Table 1.
With our notation, the model of [12] can be written as:
dWi
dt
¼ a ð1miÞyiCi þmi
Xn
j¼1
QijyjCj
" #
 gWi
dYi
dt
¼ bMið1 YiÞ  nYi
dCi
dt
¼ PC
Vi
NiYi  mCCi  lCi Ci þ
Xn
j¼1
lCj PjiS
C
ji
Vj
Vi
Cj
dMi
dt
¼ PM
Vi
y0i ð1miÞHi
Wi
2
þ
Xn
j¼1
mjHj
Wj
2
Qji
" #
 mMMi
 lMi Mi þ
Xn
j¼1
lMj PjiS
M
ji
Vj
Vi
Mj
ð1Þ
Here at each node i, the rate of change in the mean worm burden is given by the difference
between the intensity of cercarial infection expressed as a probability of infection upon contact
a times the exposure to contaminated water θi and cercarial density, and worm mortality at
given rate γ. Density of cercariae is dynamically determined by the per-capita cercarial output
from infected snailsPC and the number of infected snails Ni Yi at time t, and limited by cercar-
ial mortality μC. The rate of change in the prevalence of infected snails is given by the probabil-
ity of infection of a susceptible snail b(1 − Yi) times miracidial density and limited by snail
mortality ν. Finally, miracidial density is determined by the rate of miracidial output from
humansPM, the contamination rate y
0
i and the number of pairs of adult schistosomes, given by
half of the mean worm burden times the number of human hosts Hi, divided by the volume of
water Vi in which they are released (to obtain larval concentration in water). Human mobility
is included by speciﬁc contact distribution fractions Qij. In the original version of [12], the con-
nectivity matrix is set to be proportional to distance between nodes, i.e. Qij/ e−αdij with α being
a measure of zonal social connectivity. Hydrologic connectivity is implemented through a
represented in color-coded rectangles(circles). Data consists of published parisotological studies in Burkina
Faso from 1955 to 2007 (the average prevalence over survey years was taken in villages where multiple
surveys were available). Green triangles represent B. pfeifferi presence data compiled by [27]. (c) Human
mobility patterns Fluxes were predicted using the radiation model and the population density of each node.
Point size is proportional to the log10 of settlement population. Fluxes are divided into higher and lower than
10000 travellers (evaluated taking all of people in the node travelling) and displayed in the main figure for
settlements larger than 50000 people. The tow insets correspond to zooms on areas in the South-West and
the East of the country with all fluxes larger than 10000 travellers depicted. Spatial data sources are given in
S1 Table. Inset maps produced with [77].
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.g001
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distance-dependent transport survival rate Sij = e
−βdij for each larval stage from upstream to
downstream settlements with different volumes of contaminated water Vi. Model 1 differs
slightly from the one proposed by [12] in the way it treats larval densities and human connec-
tivity. Indeed, we explicitly introduce the volume of water Vi in which larvae are released in
order have the state variable expressed as a concentration per unit volume (rather than general
unit habitat as expressed by [12]). However, in our analysis we set all Vi to 1 so as restrain the
analysis on the connectivity parameters. Regarding human connectivity, we choose to keep
traveller contacts and local contacts distinct by the mobility parameterm instead of distribut-
ing the whole local contact parameters θi as a function of population and distance as proposed
by [12] in their formulation of a social contact matrix. Indeed in their approachmi is implicitly
considered to be constant and proportional to Hi/ ∑j Hje
−αdij for local contamination and expo-
sure rates. By distinguishing between travellers and non-travellers we assume that contamina-
tion and exposure rates depend only on the physical characteristics of the site, and not on the
traveller origin (captured by θi). This is reasonable when analysing patterns on a national scale
where the physical characteristics of human settlements are heterogeneous (cites vs. towns vs.
villages), and thus the contact rate at a visited location θj depends mainly on j. The main fea-
tures of Model 1 are (1) well-mixed and stationary human and snail populations at each village
i (2) miracidial dispersal and cercarial uptake through human movement matrix Qij modulated
Table 1. Model parameter description and values used in analysis of intestinal schistosomiasis in Burkina Faso.
description value ref.
state variables Wi mean worm burden in village i - -
Yi infection prevalence in snail population in node i - -
Ci cercarial density (per unit volume) in node i - -
Mi miracidial density (per unit volume) in node i - -
demographic and ecological
parameters
Hi human population in node i census [68]
Ni snail population in node i inferred [69]
Vi water volume in node i 1 -
a probability of successful cercarial infection in humans 10−5 [70]
b probability of successful miracidial infection in snails 5 × 10−5 [70]
θi, y
0
i local exposure and contamination rates range [12]
ΠC cercarial emission rate/infected snail 100
[day−1]
[70]
ΠM miracidial emission rate per worm pair 300
[day−1]
[70]
μC per capita mortality rate of cercariae 0.91
[day−1]
[24]
μM per capita mortality rate of miracidia 3.04
[day−1]
[24]
γ per capita mortality rate of schistosome in host 1/5 [yr−1] [24]
ν per capita mortality rate of snails 1/0.1 [yr−1] [24]
connectivity parameters mi fraction of moving residents of node i range -
Qi,j human mobility probability matrix of a traveler moving from i to j and back inferred [71]
lCi ; l
M
i hydrologic throughput rates of cercaria and miracidia not used -
Pji hydrologic connectivity matrix (0/1 entries) not used -
SCji ;S
M
ji = e
−βC,M d
ij; transport survival rates of cercariae and miracidia between nodes separated
by distance dij.
not used -
βC,M larval hydrologic survival exponents during transport not used -
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.t001
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by the fraction of moving peoplemi, and (3) miracidial and cercarial dispersal through hydro-
logic connectivity matrices PjiS
C
ji and PjiS
M
ji modulated by the hydrologic transport rates l
C;M
j . By
setting fmi; lC;Mj g ¼ 0 8i, jModel 1 collapses to the local model of [23] expressed for each indi-
vidual settlement, for which the local basic reproduction numbers are derived as R0;i ¼
ðabyy0PCPMHiNiÞ=ð2gnmCmMV2i Þ (see S1 Text). In this simple case, parasite invasion of the
disease-free system depends locally on the condition R0,i > 1. The above-mentioned model
[12] does not include detailed biological controls (worm mating probability, negative density
feedback on within-host worm population) nor immunological ones (acquired immunity of
human hosts). Although this could prove inadequate for the study of a particular village close
to endemic equilibrium, we deem these factors of secondary importance in the analysis of path-
ogen invasion conditions at the national level. The stability analysis of the model is carried out
here for our reformulated version and extended to explore the spatial patterns of disease
spread. Sensitivity analysis of model assumptions can be found in [12].
Parasite invasion conditions
Despite the complexity given by the spatially explicit formulation of Model 1, a rigorous stabil-
ity analysis can be used to determine spatially explicit conditions for pathogen invasion. As the
system is positive and the disease-free equilibrium is characterized by null values of the state
variables, the bifurcation can only occur via an exchange of stability. Specifically, the disease-
free equilibrium switches from stable node to saddle through a transcritical bifurcation, at
which the Jacobian has one zero eigenvalue [12, 53, 58, 59]. Parasite invasion is determined by
the unstability of the disease-free equilibrium (DFE) X0 = [0n, 0n, 0n, 0n]
T, with 0n a 1 × n null
vector, n being the number of settlements. The stability properties of the DFE can be studied
by analysing the Jacobian linearised at the DFE, J0, which reads:
J0 ¼
A B
C D
" #
; ð2Þ
where
A ¼ gI 0
0 nI
" #
B ¼ aðImþmQÞθ 0
0 bI
" #
C ¼
0 PCV
1N
PM
2
V1θ0ðImþQTmÞH 0
2
4
3
5
D ¼ mCIþTC 0
0 mMIþTM
" #
:
where: I is the identity matrix;m, θ, V, N, θ0 andH are diagonal matrices whose non-zero ele-
ments are made up by the parametersmi, θi, Vi, Ni, y
0
i andHi, respectively;Q = [Qij] is the con-
nectivity matrix for human mobility; TC = (V
−1 PC
T V − I) lC and TM = (V
−1 PM
T V − I) lM,
whilePC ¼ ½PijSCij  ¼ P  SC (where  is the Hadamard product) andPM ¼ ½PijSMij  ¼ P  SM
are the transport matrices accounting for hydrologic connectivity and larval survival during
transport, and lC and lM are diagonal matrices whose non-zero elements are the local values of
lCi and l
M
i , respectively. After some manipulations (see S1 Text), the bifurcation condition
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det ðJ0Þ ¼ 0 can be reformulated as:
det ðI ðImÞ2R0 þRM0 ðm;QÞ þTðmC;TC; mM;TMÞÞ ¼ 0 ð3Þ
We can deﬁne a generalized reproduction matrix (GRM) for our model of schistosomiasis
transmission as the sum of three matrices. One depends on local dynamics only; the other two
(non-linearly) on spatial coupling mechanisms, reading,
G0 ¼ ðImÞ2R0 þRM0 ðm;QÞ þTðmC;TC; mM;TMÞ : ð4Þ
Parasite invasion conditions can therefore be decomposed into spatially explicit local condi-
tions, R0, and connectivity-induced conditionsR
M
0 and T for mobility and hydrologic trans-
port respectively. R0 is a diagonal matrix, whose non-zero elements are the local values R0i of
the basic reproduction number.RM0 is a matrix depending on human mobility structure and
magnitude, i.e.
RM0 ðm;QÞ ¼
abPCPM
2gnmCmM
NV1θ0 ðImÞmHQþQTHmðImÞ þQTm2HQ θV1:
T is another matrix depending on larval death rates and transport through the hydrologic
network
TðmC;TC; mM;TMÞ ¼
1
mC
VTCV
1 þ 1
mM
NTMN
1  1
mCmM
NTMVN
1TCV
1:
Ensuing from Eqs 3 and 4 the condition for parasite invasion can be stated in terms of the
dominant eigenvalue g0 of matrix G0, i.e. g0 = maxk(λk(G0)), with disease spread occurring if g0
> 1. Bearing the operational use of this condition in mind, it is important to note that control
measures that successfully lead to a stable DFE (driving g0 below 1, for instance by improving
sanitation or through snail control [60]) do not imply immediate transmission interruption,
i.e. non-zero parasite loads in the population and in the environment persist for some time. In
ecological terms, the time to reach pathogen extinction corresponds to the relaxation time of
the system [61–63], tR, which is determined by the characteristic timescale of system trajecto-
ries approaching the DFE. The relaxation time of schistosomiasis transmission is therefore set
by the dominant eigenvalue g0 as tR ¼ 1=j log ðg0Þj. If g0 < 1 parasite transmission decreases
exponentially in time. Therefore, transient dynamics can safely be assumed to be over after 5tR
time units. Based on this relation it is possible to associate a given socio-ecological setting in
the country (i.e. a given value of g0) to an estimate of the time for transmission to effectively die
out once conditions for pathogen extinction are met (g0 < 1).
Eigenvector analysis, here carried out for the first time on spatially explicit modes of schisto-
somiasis, proves capable of capturing key features of the spatial pattern of empirically reported
infections/prevalences (see e.g. [54]). The dominant eigenvector g0 of the GRM can be used to
study the geography of disease spread close to the transcritical bifurcation. Here, g0 corresponds
to the cercarial component C of the vector of state variables for trajectories diverging from the
(unstable) DFE (see S1 Text). This is of particular interest in the study of spatial patterns of dis-
ease spread. In fact, close to an unstable DFE the dominant eigenvector of matrix J0, λmaxðJ0Þ,
pinpoints the directions in the state space along which the system trajectories will diverge from
the equilibrium. In other words, computing λmaxðJ0Þ enables not only the quantitative analysis
of conditions for the parasite to invade a connected set of spatial locations, but also to predict
the direction of disease spread geographically in the time close to the onset. Of particular inter-
est in the dominant eigenvector analysis is the mean worm burden compartment,W, which in
Predicted Patterns of Schistosomiasis in Burkina Faso
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the case of schistosomiasis is an important measure of infection severity and the natural target
of control interventions through antischistosomal treatments [64, 65]. At the bifurcation
through which the DFE loses stability, spatial distribution of the mean worm burden can be
computed in terms of g0 asW = (a/γ) (I −m +mQ)θg0 (see S1 Text).
Model implementation
Schistosomiasis control and elimination programs are implemented on the national scales by
centralized national institutions [56]. We apply the dominant eigenvalue and eigenvector anal-
ysis to the context of Burkina Faso, a landlocked country in the transition zone from the suda-
nian to the sahelian climatic zones [26], emblematic of the intertwined ecological, climatic and
soci-economic drivers of schistosomiasis transmission and persistence [21]. Schistosomiasis
has been known in the country since the first demographic surveys in the 1950’s [21] and has
yet to be eliminated despite national-scale control measures from 2004–2008 by the Schistoso-
miasis Control Initiative [19, 66, 67]. Both urinary and intestinal forms of the disease are pres-
ent with very different historical geographical coverages, governed by the ecological ranges of
their respective intermediate hosts [21]. The intestinal form of the disease will be used for the
subsequent analysis given the proven importance of human mobility in its geographical expan-
sion in the country [20].
The parameters of Model 1 and the values used for its implementation are detailed in
Table 1. Sources and references of the spatial data used in the analysis are given in S1 Table.
Settlements and population—Hi. A settlement is a geographic location having any num-
ber of permanent residents. The population of the settlements in Burkina Faso ranges from vil-
lages of less than 100 inhabitants to cities of more than 100’000 people, the urban area of the
capital Ouagadougou housing more than 700’000. A settlement was considered to be a city if
its population Hi is bigger than a definition threshold of 10’000 inhabitants, and a village ifHi
is smaller than 2’000 inhabitants. The model was applied to 100592 settlements. Population was
obtained by assigning the sum of gridded Landscan estimates of population density (S1 Fig) to
the Voronoi polygons resulting from the spatial configuration of settlements.
Intermediate host distribution—Ni. The intermediate host of intestinal schistosomiasis
in Burkina Faso is an aquatic gastropode named Biomphalaria pfeifferi. The ecological range of
the species is determined by both climatic and hydrologic conditions, namely the presence of
agricultural infrastructure such as small and large reservoirs [42–44]. Presence and abundance
of the host determine the viability of the transmission cycle of the disease. In the mathematical
framework proposed by [12], the number of snails in a given node, Ni, is given. Detailed snail
counts at the settlement level in the country of Burkina Faso are ongoing in a number of vil-
lages, and are beyond the scopes of this study. For surveillance-response programs at the
national level, a probability of presence is retained as a proxy of snail abundance. Probability of
presence can be modelled for entire landscapes based on underlying environmental covariates,
preserving information about heterogeneity across sites. The Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt)
approach by [69] is one of such methods that has proven its worth in comparison to other pre-
dictive methods, and has already been used in the specific case of modelling the distribution of
the intermediate hosts of the two genus of schistosomes across Africa [72]. The MaxEnt frame-
work is based on the distribution of presence records versus continuous environmental covari-
ates, specifically species distribution is modelled by maximizing its distribution entropy,
subject to the constraint of having the same expected value of each environmental variable
than its empirical average [73].
Available data for B. pfeifferi to implement MaxEnt modelling consisted of presence data
obtained from the comprehensive literature review and field work of [27] in Burkina Faso,
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including a total of 64 unique sighting locations. For a detailed description of the sampling
methodology we refer to [27]. In brief, standardized local samplings were performed throughout
the country between 1984 and 1993 and routine identification protocols were used for species
discrimination. The number of sites characterized is indeed remarkable (for a comparison with
other African sites see e.g. [72]). Modelling was performed in the freely available software pro-
vided by [69]. Selection of features and natural environmental covariates for prediction was
done according to the method proposed by [72]. The only anthropogenic covariate used was the
distance to dams or small reservoirs,Dwater, which was produced by calculating the euclidean dis-
tance from each settlement to the closest water surface. Water surfaces were obtained at a 30m
pixel resolution for all of Burkina Faso by Quadratic Discriminant Analysis of a mosaic of Land-
sat satellite images of 2014 (courtesy of the U.S. Geological Service). The resulting water surfaces
were ﬁltered and validated against the national spatial database of dams and small reservoirs
[46]. Maps of the covariates used as inputs for MaxEnt are illustrated in S2 Fig, and their relative
importance for modelling the ecological range are presented in S3 Fig. Interestingly the variable
with both the most unique information and the most explanatory power was found to be the dis-
tance to reservoirs, thus supporting the need for investigating the role of water resources devel-
opment in schistosomiasis transmission. The site-speciﬁc parameterNi was taken as being
proportional during model implementation to the output of MaxEnt (probability of presence).
Human mobility model—Qij. No actual human mobility data, such as census or mobile
phone records, are available for accurately estimating human mobility fluxes in Burkina Faso.
Models of human mobility have grown popular and accurate with increasing access to big data
on human behaviour, and are valuable tools to overcome data scarcity despite the strong
assumptions that need to be made regarding, for instance, travel means and accessibility [74,
75]. Here we implement the recently proposed radiation model which has proven to correctly
reproduce mobility patterns at the national and regional scales originally implemented in the
context of the USA [71], and proved to hold well for inter-city movement inWest Africa [76].
Specifically, the radiation model expresses the probabilityQij that a person travelling out of node
i reaches node j asQij =Hi Hj/{(Hi + sij) (Hi +Hj + sij)}, whereHi[Hj] is the population size of
the origin [destination] node, and sij is the total population living within a radius dij around the
origin, excluding the origin and destination populations, and dij being the distance between
nodes i and j. The model has therefore the benefit of depending explicitly only on population
density distribution in space to capture the structure of human mobility fluxes. The fraction of
moving people, i.e. people visiting another node during a period of time,mi, is therefore the only
free parameter modulating the strength of mobility-related connectivity in the spatial spread of
the disease. To our knowledge, no empirical estimate ofmi exists for Burkina Faso, although val-
ues ofmi! 1 are unlikely. Due to the lack of information on the heterogeneity of mobility habits
in Burkina Faso we assume that the fraction of moving people is not site-dependent, thus drop-
ping the subscript i. The vector of human populationH and Euclidean distances were used to
produce a 100592 × 100592 matrixQij of human mobility connections. Three forms of human
mobility can be observed in Fig 1: (1) strong local-level fluxes between low density populated
areas, (2) large population centres interconnected by long-distance trips, and (3) medium-range
fluxes in the basin of attraction of the two major cities (Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso).
Exposure and contamination rates—θi, θ
0
i. Successful human infection by cercariae
strongly depends on water contact frequency and duration, which in turn are determined by
the socio-economic activities of the populations [32, 37]. For this reason, urban areas are
potentially less favourable schistosomiasis transmission sites given the lower human-to-water
contact opportunities relative to the number of inhabitants, which needs to be encompassed
into the single yi½y0i parameters of exposure[contamination] rate for the whole population of a
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node i. Although there have been examples of recent increases in agriculture around small res-
ervoirs and other water bodies in urban areas [78, 79], the proportion of such contact patterns
is not deemed representative of the majority of any urban settlement [37, 80]. In the absence of
detailed and nation-wide socio-economic surveys assessing exposure and contamination rates
in Burkina Faso, we have translated the reduced probability of having population-wide high
contamination and exposure rates in urbanized settlements into an inverse-logistic formulation
for the exposure/contamination rates (here assumed to coincide, i.e. θ = θ0, as in [12]) based on
the size of each node. The underlying hypothesis is that in Burkina Faso densely populated
urban centres have low contamination/exposure rates with respect to small rural settlements
where a large fraction of socio-economic activities entail human-contaminated water contacts
[31, 32]. The resulting contact rate θi in node i is thus,
yi ¼ yMAX 1
1
1þ uaevaZi
 
; ð5Þ
that is a sigmoid decreasing function of population size. Here θMAX is a parameter indicating
the maximum contact rate, while uα and vα are two positive coefﬁcients that control the shape
of the θi function. Speciﬁcally the coefﬁcients uα and vα are computed so that cities, here taken
to be deﬁned as settlements of 100000 inhabitants, have exposure equal to αθMAX, and imposing
θi = 0.9  θMAX for villages of exactly 20000 inhabitants. The function form θi therefore only
depends on population in location i and one free parameter, α, that can be seen as the percent-
age reduction in exposure/contamination rates due to urbanization for a settlement at the pop-
ulation threshold deﬁning a city with respect to the maximal rates observed in rural areas. Zi =
(log10(Hi) − μlog10(H))/(σlog10(H)) is the log10-transformed and standardized population density
based on the mean, μlog10(H), and the standard deviation, σlog10(H), of the log10 transform of the
population vectorH. Illustrations of the resulting functional forms for different values of α are
given in S4 Fig. Note that the above parametrization, meant to tackle the upscaled model of
exposure, are by no means claimed to be the best possible choice. The choice of Eq 5 was made
with the objective of discriminating between the very different settings of urban areas and rural
settlements, and that other functional forms could have been chosen that respect the low vs.
high contamination/exposure rates. Indeed the inclusion of small-scale heterogeneity between
settlements of similar sizes (for which Eq 5 would predict similar contact/exposure rates)
depends on the presence and density of improved sources of water and sanitation infrastruc-
ture, as well as the ephemerality of the hydrological network and waterbodies, and on other fac-
tors for which detailed geo-referenced data are not readily accessible. Furthermore this
approach clearly lacks the accuracy of water contact surveys or direct observations of human-
water contacts such as the ones provided for particular sites across Sub-Saharan Africa [40,
81], but at least enables a relative ranking of nodes at the national scale following the hypothe-
sis that urbanization leads to a reduction in human-water contacts. A more accurate generaliz-
able modelling of human-water contacts based on water and sanitation infrastructure data and
resulting contamination and exposure rates for schistosomiasis would be of great use in reduc-
ing the uncertainty related to this particular point.
Hydrologic connectivity. In Eq 1, hydrologic connectivity only concerns larval stages of
the parasite. Survival times of both miracidia and cercariae is known to be on the order of
hours [82], thus resulting in localized effects of this form of transport, as illustrated in [12] for
a their network of 15 connected villages. Since the context of the present analysis is all of Bur-
kina Faso, we deemed it realistic to remove hydrologic transport of the larval stages of the para-
site, since the only viable hydrologic transport routes at the national scale could be large rivers
(Fig 1), which are known to be unsuitable environments for larvae that have limited life spans.
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Nevertheless, all of the following analyses could be repeated including hydrologic transport by
applying Eq 4 in its full version. On the other hand, a form of hydrologic connectivity that was
not considered in [12] is the passive dispersion of the snail intermediate host in streams and
rivers. Indeed it has been observed that water velocities greater than approximately 33cm/s
may dislodge Bulinus spp. individuals that may be transported downstream [27]. The only
available data of this kind in the fairly flat topography of Burkina Faso is a study by Poda [27]
which measured snail dispersion during the rainy season on the Nazinon river (Volta Rouge).
No information was collected on snail provenance, transport distance and variability between
and among species. We considered that there was not enough evidence to justify modifying Eq
1 to include snail transport at this stage. Field data on the transport and ecology of the interme-
diate hosts of schistosomiasis in Burkina Faso is ongoing to elucidate its relevance in large-
scale transmission models for the context at hand.
Results and Discussion
Pathogen invasion conditions
Because the real magnitude of human mobility in Burkina Faso is currently unknown, we
explore a wide range of possible scenarios. We assume that the structure of the human mobility
network is accurately captured by the radiation model, thus we explore only the intensity of
mobility fluxes. In order to encompass all possible behaviours in real large scale mobility pat-
terns (although extremes are unlikely) values of the fraction of mobile population in the range
m 2 [0, 1] are considered. The relation between contamination and exposure rates and popula-
tion density dependence also lacks ground-truthed data, and therefore it is explored through
sigmoid contact functions (Eq 5) with α 2 {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}. Increasing α can be seen as
increasing urban contamination and exposure rates. Not surprisingly, human mobility is found
to strongly condition successful parasitic invasion of the system. Two opposite effects are illus-
trated in Fig 2 with a dilution effect for fractions of mobile people increasing fromm = 0 tom
 0.3; and an increase in the risk of disease spread form> 0.3. Indeed for all investigated levels
of urban contamination and exposure rates the dominant eigenvalue g0 of the GRM falls below
1 for intermediate ranges of the fraction of mobile people and low values of θMAX. Beyond the
specificities of Model 1, these results are consistent with the conclusions of [12], at least close
to the bifurcation and for the parameter region wherem< 0.5. The parameter region in which
the DFE is stable (gray shaded area in Fig 2), thus preventing parasite invasion, is of similar
sizes for all values of α, except for high levels of urban contact rates (α = 0.1) for which patho-
gen invasion is observed for a wider range in the parameter space. This can be seen as the effect
of coupling locations with high mobility (densely populated areas) with locations with high
transmission potential (high contamination and exposure rates). For all subsequent analysis we
therefore focused on the case that seemed the most realistic, namely intermediate urban con-
tamination and exposure rates (α = 0.01).
In addition to the stability of the DFE, the dominant eigenvalue of the GRM contains infor-
mation on the average time for transmission to fade out in the case of unfavourable conditions
for pathogen spread. The relaxation time isolines (constant tR) follow the shape of the stability
boundary, with a logarithmic decrease of extinction time as a function of distance to the
boundary g0 = 1. The time to extinction is of the order of a century close to the stability line,
and decreases sharply for small modiﬁcations of human mobility and contamination/exposure
rates. Similarly to the stability conditions, the relaxation time is minimal at intermediate mobil-
ity levels for a given θMAX. Furthermore the shape of the time to extinction isolines suggests
that above the mobility threshold, saym 0.3, reducing contamination/exposure rates would
have a larger marginal reduction on the time to extinction than acting on mobility.
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Predicted spatial patterns
Proof of concept for macro-parisitic dynamical systems. We first explore the spatial pat-
terns of disease spread by mapping the components of the dominant eigenvector of the linear-
ised system around the DFE. When compared to the equilibrium state of the system, [54]
showed that in the case of micro-parasitic waterborne diseases characterized by fast dynamics,
g0 is an accurate predictor of the spatial distribution of cases both in the early phase of the out-
break and at the epidemic peak. In the perspective of mathematical modelling, schistosomiasis
differs from cholera-like diseases in that it could be considered as a slow-fast dynamical system
[83], meaning having rate parameters spanning 3 orders of magnitude (see Table 1). Indeed, by
definition, the dominant eigenvector of the Jacobian of the linearised system approximates well
the trajectory close to the DFE, but its predictive power of the endemic equilibrium remains to
be verified. This is done by comparing the predicted spatial patterns of disease with the state of
the system at the endemic equilibrium. The system at the national level has a prohibitively
large number of state variables (4 × n 400000) that hinders running the connected ordinary
differential equations (ODE) system to endemic equilibrium using traditional numerical solv-
ers on standard computing software. Specialized high-performance computing techniques
could permit running the full system in real time—however, this beyond the scope of this
work. To test the applicability of the eigenvector analysis to the full Burkina Faso settlement
network we first perform the analysis on an aggregated network of 10000 nodes to prove the rel-
evance of the approach for slow-fast systems. The aggregated network is obtained by geograph-
ical clustering (using the k-means algorithm) of the full 10’592 node network. Spatial patterns
Fig 2. Pathogen invasion conditions and average time to extinction for the Burkina Faso settlement
network. The values of the dominant eigenvalue g0 of the GRM are plotted for increasing values of α 2
{0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1} (respectively in panels (a) to (d)), against values of maximal contamination and
exposure rates θMAX and the fraction of mobile peoplem. Yellow indicates parameter combinations permitting
parasitic invasion. Contours to the left of the stability boundary give pathogen extinction time isolines (5tR) of
25, 50 and 100 years.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.g002
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of disease spread are obtained by rescaling the dominant eigenvector g0 of the GRM to repre-
sentW, the mean worm burden along model trajectories diverging from the DFE. The results
illustrated in Fig 3 show that at the transcritical bifurcation the rescaled dominant eigenvector
reproduces well the spatial patterns obtained by plotting the worm burden components of the
endemic equilibrium as simulated by Model 1 on the aggregated network. In particular, the dis-
ease hotspot is accurately predicted by the dominant eigenvector approach. Conversely, disease
intensity levels in western parts of the country are slightly under-predicted by the rescaled
Fig 3. Eigenvector analysis as predictive tool. Comparison of the equilibrium state of the system for a
10000 node aggregated network for the parameter set {α = 0.01, θMAX = 0.31,m = 0.4}. (a) Spatial distribution
of disease intensity at the equilibrium expressed as a linear interpolation of mean worm burdenWi at the
aggregated network nodes (black dots) in log10-scale. (b) Spatial patterns of disease spread predicted by the
rescaled dominant eigenvector g0 of the system at the transcritical bifurcation of the DFE in log10-scale.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.g003
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dominant eigenvector g0. It is important to note that in the present context we define as a dis-
ease hotspot a geographical area characterized by mean worm burden in excess of 90% of the
maximal simulated value, as obtained by numerical simulation of the aggregated system. Hot-
spots do not necessarily correspond to observed historical prevalence levels in the epidemiolog-
ical data presented in Fig 1. These results suggest that the method holds for the macro-parasitic
dynamical system representation of schistosomiasis transmission, at least close to the transcri-
tical bifurcation. This result illustrate the usefulness of our approach in assessing the conditions
for determining elimination thresholds, and their susceptibility to variations in transmission
conditions.
Spatial patterns at the national level. The eigenvector approach allows the analysis of
schistosomiasis spread on the full network of Burkina Faso. We chose to study spatial patterns
for three mobility regimes along the g0 = 1 contour line in Fig 2 by tuning the free parameters
(m and θMAX) to place the system precisely at the transcritical bifurcation that determines the
instability of the DFE, as illustrated in Fig 4. It is noteworthy that the dominant eigenvector
analysis holds only close to the bifurcation which represents conditions tending towards elimi-
nation, thus relevant to surveillance-response strategies, as opposed to conditions of high
endemicity characterized by g0 >> 1. Fig 5 illustrates the effect of connectivity on disease
spread in comparison to local pathogen invasion condition, expressed by the local basic repro-
duction number R0,i (panel (b) in Fig 4, corresponding to point (1) in panel (a)). Local potential
for pathogen invasion results from the interaction between local population density and snail
presence. At low human mobility intensity the disease concentrates around the populated
areas in the center of the country (panel (a), point (2) in Fig 4(a)). By increasing mobility, the
dilution effect causes the DFE to become stable and the pathogen cannot invade the country
(point (3) in Fig 4(a)). For parameter combinations yielding pathogen invasion at intermediate
human mobility (m = 0.3), the spatial patterns of disease spread shift towards the South-East
with the appearance of a second hotspot in an area with favourable local conditions (panel (b),
point (4) in Fig 4(a)). The effect of mobility is most visible when the majority of people are
mobile (m = 0.65). Indeed, the South-Eastern hotspot takes over the central one and the disease
is predicted to spread to the whole South-Eastern part of the country in areas where the local
reproduction number is below 1, indicating unfavourable local conditions for transmission
(panel (c), point (5) in Fig 4(a)). It is interesting to note that the spatial patterns of disease
spread on the aggregated network reproduce reasonably well the ones observed on the full
Fig 4. Pathogen invasion conditions and local transmission risk. (a) Stability diagram of the DFE in
terms of contamination and exposure rates and the fraction of mobile people for intermediate urban
contamination/exposure rates(α = 0.01). Points in the white[yellow] area represent parameter combinations
yielding a stable[unstable] DFE. Parasite invasion occurs when crossing the bifurcation curve (black line, g0 =
1). (b) Local conditions of pathogen invasion risk in terms of R0 for no human mobility and maximal contact
rates (point (1) in panel a). Areas presenting R0,i > 1 (in yellow) experience sustained pathogen invasion and
schistosomiasis is introduced in the node. Even for maximal contact rates locally schistosomiasis-prone
areas are restrained to the south-western and central parts of the country.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.g004
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Fig 5. Humanmobility and spatial patterns of the disease in the case of intermediate urban
schistosomiasis. (a-c) Predicted log10-rescaled values of the mean worm burden compartmentW for
increasing levels of human mobility (m = 0.2, 0.3, 0.65) along the bifurcation line (points d-e-f in panel a) and
the θMAX = 0.8 transect (points 2-4-5 in panel a).
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.g005
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network, thus supporting our assumptions. The capacity to predict the spatial patterns of the
disease close to the disease free equilibrium could provide a tool for prioritizing surveillance
sampling in those areas where schistosomiasis is predicted to pickup the most, thus were the
re-invasion signal in the mean worm burden would be the strongest.
Water resources development and human mobility
Water resources development directly impacts large-scale schistosomiasis transmission by
altering the probability of presence of the intermediate snail host in the environment. This is
explicitly accounted for in our approach through the distance to water,Dwater , of a human set-
tlement. To investigate the side-effects of water resources development on schistosomiasis in
the country, B. pfeifferi probability of presence was re-evaluated using MaxEnt for alternative
scenarios of water resources development by randomly removing existing reservoirs to con-
sider different numbers of built dams expressed as a fraction  of the existing ones, and the sta-
bility of the DFE recomputed for parameter combinations used in Fig 2. The evolution of water
resources development in Burkina Faso (a 5-fold increase in the number of reservoirs in the
past 60 years [46]) was explored by varying  in the set {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} of existing reservoirs,
which represents increasing numbers of built reservoirs. An illustration of the predicted
changes in the ecological range of the intermediate host due to water resources development,
in comparison with the current scenario, is given in Fig 6. Uncertainty in the stability predic-
tions induced by random removal of reservoirs was assessed by repeating the procedure 10
times for each value of  and taking the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the realizations of the
resulting stability lines. The effect of water resources development on pathogen invasion is
illustrated in Fig 7 for the case of  = 0.5, results for the other two scenarios are similar and
reported in S5 Fig. For all the reduced water resources development scenarios, the DFE tends
to be stable for a wider set of mobility and contact parameters, for all levels of urban contami-
nation and exposure rates. Examining the stability diagrams in Fig 7, it becomes evident that
human mobility plays an important role in the stability of the DFE, thus of pathogen invasion
conditions, in these alternative scenarios. Indeed the interplay between human mobility and
water resources development is greatly conditioned by the level of urban contamination/expo-
sure rates. For α< 0.1 the effect of building dams is most detrimental for low levels of human
Fig 6. Impact of water resources on the ecological range of the intermediate host. (a) B. pfeifferi
probability of presence for the current scenario of water resources development. (b) Probability of presence
for an example of the alternative scenario with half the number of reservoirs ( = 0.5). The predicted species
distribution of B. pfeifferi by the MaxEnt approach reveals the importance of distance to water surfaces along
with the influence of the North-South precipitation/temperature gradient which prevents the snail to colonize
the Northern parts of the territory (see S1 Text for more details). The example of one realization of the
scenario with half the reservoirs illustrates the reduction of the ecological range of the intermediate host,
necessary but not sufficient condition for explaining the observed results.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.g006
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mobility (m< 0.25), while the bifurcation lines tend to be close to the invasion condition of the
current scenario form> 0.8. On the other hand, for high levels of urban transmission of schis-
tosomiasis (α = 0.1) human mobility accentuates the negative impact of the increasing number
of dams by augmenting the gap between the bifurcations curves of the alternative and current
scenariosm> 0.6. Furthermore, uncertainty in the stability of the DFE increases with the frac-
tion of mobile people for all α’s. These observations can be seen as the contribution of less con-
nected settlements, where contamination and exposure are high, to the overall (in)stability
condition of the DFE. By increasing urban contamination and exposure rates, nodes with high
connectivity also present high transmission, thus having a large impact on the stability of the
system. When removing reservoirs that determine the number of snails in these key nodes, the
stability region of the DFE expands. In other words, the system is more dependent on a small
set of highly connected nodes, thus the construction of dams close to these points has a much
larger effect on stability. The uncertainty associated to the location of the stability line is thus
directly related to the random removal of the reservoirs inﬂuencing snail abundance in these
key nodes. Human mobility therefore exacerbates the effect of water resources development on
risk of pathogen invasion in the case of high urban contamination and exposure rates.
Although preliminary, these results illustrate the use of the proposed eigenvector analysis of
the GRM to quantify the potential impacts of water resources development in a spatially
Fig 7. Investigation of the side-effects of water resources development in terms of pathogen invasion
conditions of schistosomiasis. The bifurcation curves (g0 = 1) of the DFE are plotted for a level of water
resources development corresponding to 50% of the existing reservoirs, and for increasing values of α 2
{0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1} (respectively in panels (a) to (d)). Stability plots are given as a function of the
maximal contamination and exposure rate parameter θMAX and the fraction of mobile peoplem. Yellow
curves represent parasite invasion conditions for the alternative scenarios of water resources development,
while black lines refer to the current situation (same as Fig 2), and are reported here for reference. Colour
shadings represent 95% confidence intervals based on 10 scenario realizations by random removal of
existing reservoirs. Regions to the right of the black and coloured lines correspond to conditions of pathogen
invasion of the country, i.e. an unstable DFE, for the current and alternative scenarios respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0004127.g007
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explicit framework that includes connectivity mechanisms such as human mobility. In particu-
lar, we concur with previous studies suggesting that strategies to mitigate negative effects on
human health should become integral parts in the planning, implementation, and operation of
future water resources development projects [44]. In particular the interplay between the water
resources development and connectivity induced by human mobility are deemed to be impor-
tant in the risk of re-emergence of the disease if elimination is attained.
A roadmap for Burkina Faso
Although the main focus of this work is on the system conditions requiring deployment of
intervention measures in the perspective of elimination, thus far from the endemic equilibrium,
an appropriate calibration would need to be validated against historical data for the specific
context of Burkina Faso. The first step in this direction would require the availability of com-
prehensive historical and national scale data on disease prevalence and infection intensity cur-
rently unavailable in a standardized accessible form. These data would also allow
quantification of the associated uncertainty of the predictions.
The second step could consist in the relaxation of simplifying assumptions of the model by
[12]. Namely the assumptions are: (1) constant, although spatially heterogeneous, human and
(2) snail populations, (3) population-dependent contamination and exposure rates, (4) no
hydrologic transport of parasite larvae (5) nor of the snail intermediate host, and finally (6)
mobility patterns modulated by population density. To that end, Burkina Faso seems uniquely
positioned in Africa for capitalizing on existing field and epidemiological data [21, 27]. Here,
parameter values were taken from previously investigated configurations, but field data collec-
tion would be needed to strengthen the use of the results presented here. If assumptions (1)
and (4) are deemed to be reasonable for studying schistosomiasis at the country-level, the
remaining points still need to be addressed.
Snail population dynamics (2) needs to be explicitly modelled with respect to local environ-
mental conditions governing its habitat and its population dynamics, mainly driven by hydrol-
ogy [28, 84, 85]. Furthermore, the seasonal variation of eco-hydrologic parameters would need
to be properly addressed and incorporated in the modelling framework [55]. For both of these
aspects of particular use would be local hydro-climatic data at suitable temporal and spatial res-
olutions in Burkina Faso, to be assimilated along with remotely sensed data with of bridging
the existing gaps in their use for schistosomiasis risk profiling [86].
Contact and contamination rates (3) strongly depend on human-water contacts driven by
local socio-economic realities [32, 47, 87], and are of particular importance to quantify the suc-
cess of control measures through education and access to clean water, sanitation and hygiene
(WASH). A generalizable framework would need to be developed for the specific context of
Burkina Faso where detailed geo-referenced data are increasingly available especially on
improved water sources, sanitation infrastructure and natural or man-made waterbodies, com-
plemented by surveys and participatory-observant methods in distinct climatic, water resource
availability and socio-economic contexts [31, 32]. This would reduce the uncertainty intro-
duced with the population-density based approach presented here for estimating water-contact
rates, with a particular focus on the seasonal dynamics of water contacts across the territory.
Hydrologic transport of the intermediate host (4) regarding transport rates, variability, snail
species specificities and seasonality is also in need of an assessment regarding its possible inclu-
sion in large-scale modelling frameworks.
Finally, increasing access to human mobility data such as cell phone records would not only
remove the necessity for modelling mobility patterns (6) [75, 88], but would also permit the
validation of existing mobility models that are generally based on data from highly motorized
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countries [74, 76] against the specific mobility characteristics of Sub-Saharan Africa for their
use in the context of schistosomiasis study. Indeed we note that other mobility models such as
the gravity model imply different underlying assumptions. A detailed study of the relative mer-
its of radiation versus gravity-like models has been the subject of recent attention. A relevant
point for the work we present here is that the radiation model was found to systematically
under-estimate long-range mobility fluxes, whereas the gravity model overestimated them
[89]. In other words, the radiation model produces conservative estimates of mobility with
respect to a gravity model and potentially to real mobility patterns. This implies that our con-
clusions are a lower bound on the effects of mobility on schistosomiasis transmission in the
country. Nevertheless workers reported in the same study that both models failed to capture
short-range mobility in rural areas, which could be of great importance for local schistosomia-
sis transmission. In light of these considerations the radiation model was chosen to investigate
the impact of human mobility on schistosomiasis in Burkina Faso at this stage. Needless to say,
the availability of real mobility data would overcome the need for modelling, as observed
mobility fluxes could be used directly (see e.g. [74]), and would permit a thorough assessment
of existing mobility models in the context of Burkina Faso. In fact, the mobility matrix Qij and
the mobile fractionmi of theHi inhabitants in each location could be inserted directly into our
mathematical framework.
Conclusions
By implementing dynamical system analysis techniques recently developed for waterborne dis-
eases, we have highlighted the roles of human mobility and water resources development in the
spread of intestinal schistosomiasis in Burkina Faso. Human mobility was shown to play a role
not only in the degree of success of invasion of the network of human settlements by the patho-
gen, but also in the spatial patterns of disease spread. For small fractions of mobile people
mobility induced a dilution effect of the parasite concentration in accessible waters leading to
an effective prevention of parasite invasions, in agreement with previous results derived at
much smaller spatial scales. Even in settings unfavourable to pathogen invasion, human mobil-
ity had a large effect on the time delay of transmission interruption. Above a threshold value,
mobility prompted a systematic exacerbation of the disease by shifting its hotspots from the
most populated areas (even where local conditions warrant local reproduction numbers larger
than one) to more transmission-prone areas with higher contamination and exposure rates
and snail abundance.
Predicting the spread of the disease based on water resources development was also investi-
gated, specifically by quantifying the modification of the stability conditions of the disease-free
equilibrium resulting from anthropogenic expansions of suitable habitats for B. pfeifferi, the
snail acting as intermediate host in the life cycle of the parasite S. mansoni. By considering the-
oretical scenarios representative of pre-existing levels of water resources development in the
country, we showed that the marked increase in the number of dams prompted by water devel-
opment projects favoured pathogen invasion. For low urban schistosomiasis transmission, the
greatest effects of water resources development were found to occur for low levels of human
mobility, thus favouring localized transmission which maximizes the effect of each additional
dam built. Interestingly, intense human mobility was also shown to exacerbate the impact of
the building of the dams in the case of high levels of urban contamination and exposure rates.
We conclude that insight from the tools we develop here could directly inform national and
regional control measures in the perspective of elimination in terms of pathogen invasion con-
ditions and initial spatial spread, thus contributing to two of the points brought to the fore as
research priorities for helminth modelling efforts [57]. Both prevention and intervention at
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regional scales, in fact, need to address the central role of human mobility in the perspective of
the deployment of surveillance-response mechanisms and the localization of treatment mea-
sures. Controls of urban contamination and exposure rates, say by reducing contamination
rates by control programs like WASH, could be measured against predicted disease burden
reductions. Even at the current state of development, results of management alternatives
obtained from mathematical models are potentially informative for epidemiological decisions
in conditions of close-to-threshold transmission that will hopefully be the rule in the near
future thanks to elimination programs in sub-Saharan Africa and Burkina Faso. The proposed
theoretical framework provides opportunities for the design of control indicators based on sta-
bility, possibly also taking into account the timescales of pathogen extinction. Overall, our
work supports the key role that mathematical toolboxes built on spatially explicit models of
disease dynamics play for the prediction of the spatial patterns of schistosomiasis at regional
scales.
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S3 Fig. Jacknife analysis of covariate importance. Results are shown for one fold of the fitting
procedure. Importance is measured in terms of the regularized training gain of the MaxEnt
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S4 Fig. Sigmoid functional forms for exposure/contamination. The curves are given here for
θMAX = 1 as a function of population in node i, Hi, and for values of α used in model explora-
tion.
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S5 Fig. Water resources development in terms of pathogen invasion conditions of schisto-
somiasis. The bifurcation curves (g0 = 1) of the DFE are plotted for different levels of water
resources development expressed in terms of fraction of the existing reservoirs. Stability plots
are given as a function of the maximal contact/exposure rate parameter θMAX and the fraction
of mobile peoplem. Coloured (green, red) curves represent parasite invasion conditions for the
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ation (same as Fig 2 in main text), and are reported here for reference. Colour shadings repre-
sent 95% confidence intervals based on 10 scenario realizations by random removal of existing
reservoirs. Regions to the right of the black and coloured lines correspond to conditions of
pathogen invasion of the country, i.e. an unstable DFE, for the current and alternative scenarios
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